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Introduction
Providers of financial services are faced with a complex balancing act.
To onboard new customers, you need to prove that applicants are
who they say they are in order to prevent fraud and meet regulatory
requirements. At the same time, you can’t make those checks so
difficult or time-consuming that customers abandon the process or
become dissatisfied. It is increasingly necessary to manage identity
proofing across all the channels customers use and frequently those
channels are digital.
The results of this survey will provide you with your customers’
views—vital input to help fraud, financial crime, and digital
banking teams learn:
• How customers view the threat of identity theft
• If concentrating digital banking education on older generations is the right
approach
• How COVID 19 has changed preferences for opening new accounts
• What people will do if their expectations for opening an account digitally aren’t met
• Which customers need help to develop the necessary capabilities to open accounts
digitally
• How customers view biometrics and the use of them to secure their accounts

This online survey was conducted by an independent research company adhering to research industry standards.
1,000 UK adults were surveyed, concluding in January 2021. This was part of a project surveying 14,000
consumers in 14 countries including: USA, Canada, United Kingdom, South Africa, Indonesia, Vietnam, Philippines,
Malaysia, Thailand, Australia, New Zealand, Brazil, Colombia, and Mexico.
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The need for identity
proofing is real and
understood
Identity theft is a tangible threat for people in the UK—4% say they know
their identity has been stolen and used by a fraudster to open an account
while a further 10% say that they think it is likely to have happened.
Those aged 25–34 are most likely to say they have been the victims of
identity theft—8% of this age group say they know that a fraudster used
their identity to open an account and an additional 23% say it’s likely.
As percentages, these figures may not seem alarming, but when you
consider the number of individuals affected, the scale of the crime
becomes evident—4% of the UK adult population is more than 2.2 million
people!

14%

Say their identity has definitely or is
likely to have been used by a fraudster
to open an account

That’s equivalent to more than

7.3 million people
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People appreciate why identity
proofing needs to happen
Encouragingly, two-thirds of people recognize that identity proofing is for their protection. Most
people are not cynical about the reasons their identity is checked. While 46% recognize there is
an element of regulation driving providers to do checks, only 13% think it is being done to enable
financial institutions to sell more.
The acknowledged level of risk from identity theft and the good understanding of why identity
proofing needs to happen suggest that people should be tolerant of the processes needed to check
their identities—but when it comes to opening accounts digitally, are they?
Why do financial institutions need to check your identity?

Because legally they have to

To prevent money laundering

To protect me

To protect themselves

So they can sell more to me
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Digital account
opening is gaining
traction—accelerated
by COVID-19
Not surprisingly, the pandemic is encouraging people to make online
applications for financial accounts. What is surprising is that the younger
survey participants are more reluctant to open accounts digitally
than older people. We are used to the concept of the “digital native”
Generation Z, but this may be oversimplification. The youngest adults
are digitally savvy with social media and entertainment, but without
corresponding financial literacy, this does not confer confidence to
managing their finances digitally.
Historically, identity solutions were developed for face-to-face
interactions and have since been adapted to the needs of new channels
and products. As digital identification becomes mainstream, weaknesses
are exposed in using processes that were not intended for digital
channels.

31%

32%

More likely to open an
account digitally than
a year ago

Less likely to open a
financial account in a
branch than a year ago

Preferences for opening a current account
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Younger people prefer apps,
older people websites
When those under 25 do want to open accounts digitally, they have a strong preference for
using mobile phone apps rather than websites. People age 25–34 prefer apps slightly more
than websites, whereas all age groups over 35 show a strong preference for using websites
over mobile apps.
During the pandemic, many UK banks focused advertising campaigns on educating older
customers about digital banking. Our research shows there may be a case for paying more
attention to helping younger people become confident with digital financial services. Capturing this
youth market could be a tangible competitive advantage for any bank that develops a compelling
way to address their needs.
Preferences for opening a current account digitally using either a
provider’s website or an app
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When people open accounts
digitally, they have high
expectations
When opening accounts digitally, people expect to carry out the associated tasks digitally—without
going to another channel. Those aged 45–54 are the most demanding. In that age group, 70%
expect to be able to prove their identity in channel, 59% to prove where they live, while 63% expect
to set up a biometric for future authentication.

67%

56%

52%

Prove my identity

Prove where I live

Set up a biometric
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Digital identity proofing needs to be fully in channel
If customers are asked to move out of channel to prove their identities, many of them will abandon the application, either giving up on opening an
account completely or by going to a competitor. Of those who don’t immediately abandon, an additional 15% will delay the process.
People age 25–34 are the least tolerant to digital disruption caused by identity checking processes—42% of them would abandon applications if
asked to mail documents or visit a branch. If asked to scan and email documents or use a separate identity portal, 35% of 25–34 year-olds would
still abandon the application.
There is very little difference in creating disruption by making people move to physical channels, such as by visiting branches or posting documents
or by asking them to use other digital means such as scanning and emailing documents or using a separate identity portal.
If you ask customers to post documents or visit branches,
you risk losing almost half of applications.

Asking customers to scan documents and email them or
use an identity portal also risks application abandonment.

15%

15%

Complete extra
steps eventually

Complete extra
steps eventually

8%

23%

8%

17%

Give up
completely

Go to a
competitor

Give up
completely

Go to a
competitor
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Customers need
specific abilities to
open accounts using
mobile apps
Many of the activities required to open a bank account using a mobile
app, without acting out of channel, relate to identity proofing. Many have
the necessary skill set to do this, but there is a great deal of variation in
what people can do and it is different across age groups.
The most digitally enabled age group is the 45–54 year-olds. While 18–
24 year-olds were the most likely to say that they would prefer to open
financial accounts using mobile apps, they have significant gaps in their
ability to do so.
The foundational element to using a provider’s app to open a financial
account is the ability to download it. Once an app is installed, a well
thought out and instructional customer journey can help customers
overcome any lack of ability. Only 43% of 18–24 year-olds say they can
download a provider’s app; this compares to 62% of 45–54 year-olds and
50% of over 65s.
These results reiterate the need for education about managing finances
digitally for younger people. The gaps in abilities across all age groups
emphasize the need for intuitive apps that coach applicants through
any difficulties and offer advice and alternative routes to application
completion when necessary.

Which activities can you do with your mobile phone?
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People are open to using
biometric security

Attitudes to banks capturing biometrics
to protect accounts

Most people are open to providing their bank with a biometric such as a
facial scan, fingerprint, or voiceprint to secure their accounts. While very
few think banks should never capture biometrics, it is important for many
to understand why banks are doing so.
While older age groups were a little more likely to say banks should never
capture biometrics to protect accounts, 17% of over 65s compared to
5% of 18–24 year-olds, in general there was little variation by age in the
percentages that accept banks capturing biometrics.

9%

13%

13%

38%

28%

They should never do this

I’m happy for them to do this as
long as I understand why
I will provide but I’m not
happy to do so

I’m happy for them to do this

Don’t know
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People can be
confused about
what a biometric is
People are inconsistent in what they consider to be providing
a biometric. All current UK passports are biometric, while
approximately 76% of UK citizens hold a passport, only 27%
think that the government has their biometric information
In order to apply for a passport UK citizens provide a
government department with biometric data.
Social media platforms use facial recognition to identify and
“tag” people in photographs, this may not feel like a serious
use of biometrics, but facial recognition is a form of biometric
identification—even if it is not referred to as such and isn’t
particularly reliable.
People are used to using their fingerprint or a facial scan to
unlock their phones, it seems they don’t consider this to be
providing their telco provider with a biometric. Indeed, if the
analysis doesn’t leave the phone, they aren’t. Using biometrics
from a cell phone to unlock financial accounts can mean
analysis of the biometric happens at the bank—that provides
a biometric to the bank, however customers familiar with the
process may not perceive it as such.

Which type of organization do you think already has
your biometric information?

None of these

Online gambling/
gaming site

Social media platform

Car loan provider

Mortgage provider
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5 key takeaways
The idea of the digitally native Generation Z does not extend to financial services.

1

It is easy to jump to the conclusion that younger people are ready to self-serve and get on board with digital banking and that older generations need
help and education. This survey suggests the reverse. Capturing more of the youth market may involve education that combines financial literacy with
using digital services. Conversely, many older people are primed to embrace digital financial services and the presumption shouldn’t be that they’re
digitally illiterate.

Intuitive but flexible customer journeys are required.

2
3

People’s abilities and preferences for carrying out the tasks associated with opening a financial account varies. Some are happy to provide selfies,
others can scan documents, while some are more than ready to provide biometric authentication. What individuals can do—or can be encouraged
to do—is personal. This makes intuitive apps and websites that can educate and coach customers important. They need to adaptively provide other
routes to completion when things don’t quite work out.

How we speak about biometrics matters.
There is evidently some confusion about what constitutes a biometric and when a customer might consider that they are providing one. Banks
can capitalize on the apparent openness people have toward using biometrics with them but should take care to explain their usage to increase
customers’ comfort levels.

People have a low tolerance for processes that interrupt account openings.

4

Friction in the applications process builds frustration and leads to application abandonment. Unfortunately, processes required for identity proofing
often create the issue. Financial institutions should take a risk-based approach that only places barriers when the level of risk or regulatory controls
requires it. It’s necessary to streamline processes and moving applicants out of channel should be a last resort. People do appreciate the necessity of
fraud prevention; when friction can’t be avoided it should be made obvious this is happening to provide protection.

We may be reaching an inflexion point for the use of apps to open accounts.

5

The survey makes it apparent that for those under 35, apps are the preferred option. Providers should ensure they understand the demographics of
their customer base and provide them with the preferred options. At the same time, they should not make the presumption that the older age groups
will always prefer using websites to open accounts—as they’ve already proven, they’re more than capable of digital adoption. It is important that
financial institutions deploy solutions and policies that can operate across channels so that as customer preferences evolve, they can easily adapt to
serve them.
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How FICO Helps
Our platform approach to originations, fraud prevention, and customer
identity management offers integrated solutions that you can adopt as
needed to meet your needs.
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FICO® Falcon® Identity Proofing

FICO® Falcon® Authentication Suite

Falcon Identity Proofing gives organizations the power of mobile identity verification.
As part of FICO’s unified digital identity platform, Falcon Identity Proofing provides a
seamless method for validating identities during the customer onboarding process
and enrolling them as trusted identities. Falcon Identity Proofing includes:

The Falcon Authentication Suite gives organizations the widest breadth of
authentication capabilities, enabling the latest in layered security in combination with
the best customer experience. The Falcon Authentication Suite offers:

• Selfie and state-of-the-art facial recognition
• Passive and active liveness detection
• Document capture and verification
• Hologram detection and matching
• Facial match between selfie and image capture from government ID
• Voice enrollment
• Independent third-party corroboration

www.fico.com/identity

• Multifactor authentication that leverages more than 10 different methods,
including:
• One-time password using SMS notification and/or email notification
• Security questions
• Software tokens
• Mobile applications supporting push notifications and QR codes

• Behavioral authentication incorporates state-of-the-art keystroke analysis
and device telemetry to facilitate a frictionless approach to verify legitimate
customers. Machine learning–driven risk scores invoke step-up actions based on
organizational thresholds.
• Biometric authentication that uses facial and/or voice recognition.

www.fico.com/authentication
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Chartis said
“FICO’s ranking as Category Leader reflects its

best-in-class enterprise fraud management
solutions, which include the highest possible
ratings for advanced fraud detection techniques,
libraries of pre-packaged fraud rules, and
card fraud. FICO also delivers advanced frauddetection capabilities in mobile fraud, electronic
payments fraud, and real-time transaction
monitoring to help organizations manage
complex business challenges via an integrated
cloud-ready platform.”
Chartis

FOR MORE INFORMATION
www.fico.com
www.fico.com/en/blogs

NORTH AMERICA
+1 888 342 6336
info@fico.com

LATIN AMERICA & CARIBBEAN
+55 11 5189 8267
LAC_info@fico.com

FICO and Falcon are registered trademarks of Fair Isaac Corporation in the United States and in other
countries. Other product and company names herein may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST, & AFRICA
+44 (0) 207 940 8718
emeainfo@fico.com

ASIA PACIFIC
+65 6422 7700
infoasia@fico.com
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